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SUPERCRITICAL MINIMUM MEAN-WEIGHT CYCLES
JIAN DING˚, NIKE SUN:, AND DAVID B. WILSON
Abstract. We study the weight and length of the minimum mean-weight cycle in the
stochastic mean-field distance model, i.e., in the complete graph on n vertices with edges
weighted by independent exponential random variables. Mathieu and Wilson showed that
the minimum mean-weight cycle exhibits one of two distinct behaviors, according to whether
its mean weight is smaller or larger than 1{pneq; and that both scenarios occur with positive
probability in the limit nÑ8. If the mean weight is ă 1{pneq, the length is of constant
order. If the mean weight is ą 1{pneq, it is concentrated just above 1{pneq, and the length
diverges with n. The analysis of Mathieu–Wilson gives a detailed characterization of the
subcritical regime, including the (non-degenerate) limiting distributions of the weight and
length, but leaves open the supercritical behavior. We determine the asymptotics for the
supercritical regime, showing that with high probability, the minimum mean weight is
pneq´1r1` pi2{p2 log2 nq `Opplog nq´3qs, and the cycle achieving this minimum has length
on the order of plog nq3.
1. Introduction
Given a directed or undirected graph with edge weights, a minimum mean-weight cycle
(mmwc) is any cycle that minimizes the mean weight (ratio of total weight to cycle length)
over all cycles in the graph. Finding an mmwc is a fundamental subproblem to a wide variety
of algorithms: for example, they have been used ([GT89, RG94], building on [Kle67]) to give
a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for the minimum-cost circulation problem, of which the
maximum flow problem is a special case. Other applications of mmwc’s include algorithms for
multicommodity flow [OM00] and asymmetric travelling salesman tours [KW98]; for further
applications see the extensive discussion in [Das04].
Several mmwc algorithms are available (see [Das04, GGTW09] and references therein);
and it is of practical interest to understand their runtime in “average-case” settings, that is to
say, on random inputs. Experimental studies [DG98, DIG99, Das04, GGTW09] suggest that
an algorithm due to Young–Tarjan–Orlin [YTO91] (based on an improvement of a parametric
shortest-path algorithm [KO81]) has the best runtime in standard random graph ensembles,
where it substantially outperforms its worst-case theoretical guarantees.
Motivated by the empirical studies, a natural direction is to understand the typical behavior
of the mmwc in random graphs. With this in mind, Mathieu–Wilson [MW13] study the
mmwc in the stochastic mean-field distance model: the complete graph, or complete digraph,
with i.i.d. random edge weights. This is a canonical setting for the study of combinatorial
optimization problems, both in the mathematics and physics literature: other examples include
minimum spanning tree [Fri85, FM89], shortest path [FG85, Jan99, HHVM07, HVM08],
traveling salesman [MP86, Fri04, Wa¨s10], assignment [MP85, Ald01, LW04, NPS05], spanners
[CFMS09], and Steiner tree [BGRS04, AFW12]. The analysis of [MW13] uncovers an unusual
dichotomy for the mmwc in the stochastic mean-field distance model, and characterizes
the subcritical regime. In this work we complement their analysis by characterizing the
supercritical regime.
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1.1. Main result. Consider the stochastic mean-field distance model where each edge is
independently weighted by an exponential random variable of unit rate. In this setting we
study the minimum mean-weight cycle, which is unique with probability one. Denote its mean
weight by Wn, and its length by Ln, so the cycle has total weight LnWn. This model exhibits
an unusual phase transition [MW13] at nWn “ 1{e: In the subcritical regime nWn ă 1{e,
nWn is non-concentrated, and Ln stays bounded; moreover the limiting distributions of
nWn and Ln are precisely characterized. In the supercritical regime nWn ą 1{e, nWn is
very concentrated with nWn ´ 1{eÑ 0 in probability, while Ln diverges with n, at least
on the order of plog nq2 log log n. The conclusions of [MW13] are much less precise in the
supercritical case, leaving open the asymptotic order of nWn ´ 1{e and Ln.
In this paper we characterize the asymptotics of Wn and Ln in the supercritical regime.
In particular, our results confirm simulations done by Uri Zwick and the last author which
suggested that Ln — plog nq3. Our main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 1.1. In the complete graph or complete digraph with i.i.d. unit-rate exponential
edge weights, let Wn and Ln be the mean weight and length of the minimum mean-weight
cycle, and write
c‹pnq ” e´1r1` pi2{r2plog nq2ss . (1)
For all  ą 0 there exists a constant C “ Cpq ą 0 such that
lim inf
nÑ8 P
ˆ |nWn ´ c‹pnq|plog nq3 ď C
and 1{C ď Ln{plog nq3 ď C
ˇˇˇˇ
nWn ą e´1˙ ě 1´ . (2)
These bounds are optimal in the sense that for any interval I with length |I| ď 1{C,
lim sup
nÑ8
P
ˆ rnWn ´ c‹pnqsplog nq3 P I
or Ln{plog nq3 P I
ˇˇˇˇ
nWn ą e´1˙ ď . (3)
Theorem 1.1 implies that in the supercritical regime nWn ą 1{e, the random variables
logrLn{plog nq3s and plog nq3rnWn ´ c‹s are tight, with non-degenerate distributions.
1.2. Proof ideas. In the remainder of this introductory section we highlight some of the main
new ideas in our proof, which allow us to overcome obstacles in the analysis of [MW13]. We
remark that very similar obstacles arose in an analysis [Din13] for a related model, percolation
of averages, which asks for the longest path with mean weight below a parameter λ. While
our work is carried out in the context of the mmwc, we expect our methods may be applied
to improve results in [Din13].
In order to show that the supercritical mmwc has mean weight Wn in some interval ra, bs
and satisfies some property p, one must show (i) there are no cycles with mean weight in
r1{pneq, as, (ii) there are no cycles violating p in ra, bs, and (iii) there is at least one cycle
(satisfying p) in ra, bs. In particular, (ii) is usually done by first moment arguments, and is
clearly easier for less restrictive properties p. On the other hand, a natural approach for (iii)
is the second moment method, for which it is often advantageous to make p more restrictive.
Indeed, it is demonstrated in [Din13, MW13] that a straightforward second moment method
on the number of cycles fails, due to an excessive contribution from atypically light cycles (or
paths) — conditioned on finding one atypically light cycle C , it is very likely to have a large
number of light cycles overlapping with C . To address this issue, these works developed a
notion of uniformity : for a k-cycle with edge weights w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n, we say the
cycle is A-uniform if the process X with increments Xi`1 ´Xi “ pnwi{c¯´ 1q has range at
most A — meaning the cycle has no excessively light subpath. The typical mmwc is uniform
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with high probability; but on the other hand the count of uniform cycles has small enough
variance for the second moment method to go through.
However, this uniformity property is not sufficiently restrictive to yield accurate implications
on the asymptotics of Wn,Ln. Indeed, it is clear that the precision achievable for the window
ra, bs is dictated by the accuracy with which p captures the typical properties of the mmwc.
In this work, we restrict further to uniform cycles with a typical profile. We defer the formal
definitions to Section 5; roughly speaking, we restrict to cycles for which the associated
process X not only has range ď A, but furthermore has typical local times within its range.
The analysis of Sections 3 and 4 will show that this restricted property is satisfied with
high probability. On the other hand, in Section 5 we show that the restriction captures the
remaining variance, so that the number of cycles restricted in this manner is well-concentrated
about its mean. Theorem 1.1 follows as a consequence.
A key technical ingredient in our proof is a collection of precise estimates for exp-minus-
one random walks (that is, a random walk with increments distributed as E ´ 1, with E
a unit-rate exponential variable) conditioned to have restricted range. While our results
are reminiscent of analogous estimates for simple random walk or Brownian motion, for
general random walks under suitable moment assumptions there is no general theory yielding
estimates to the level of accuracy needed for our mmwc analysis. Our estimates for the
exp-minus-one walk are derived in Section 3. A crucial input to these estimates is a precise
characterization of the principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction for the exp-minus-one walk in
an interval with absorbing boundaries. This analysis may be of independent interest, and is
presented in Section 6.
Acknowledgements. Computer experiments on the mean-field stochastic mmwc performed
by Uri Zwick with D.B.W. provided valuable intuition at an early stage of this project. J.D.
and N.S. thank the MSR Redmond Theory Group for its hospitality.
2. Preliminaries
Notation. We write fn À gn (or gn Á fn) if there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such
that fn ď Cgn for all n P N. We write — to indicate that À and Á both hold. For numerous
parameters in the paper, we write for example C “ Cp∆, q to indicate that C ą 0 is a number
depending only on ∆ and .
2.1. Cycles and paths. For a cycle C we write lenpC q for the length (number of edges)
of C ; when lenpC q “ k we refer to C as a k-cycle. We write wgtpC q for its total weight, and
c¯pC q ” nwgtpC q{ lenpC q (4)
for its mean weight scaled by n; we say C is c-light if c¯pC q ď c. We apply these terms to
paths as well as cycles; note that a k-cycle involves k vertices while a k-path involves k ` 1
vertices. To treat both undirected and directed random networks in a fairly unified manner,
we will always take cycles and paths to be directed. In our random network, the weight of
any given k-cycle or k-path is distributed as the sum of k independent unit-rate exponential
random variables: that is to say, a gamma random variable with shape parameter k, with
probability density
fkpxq “ e
´xxk´1
pk ´ 1q! , x ě 0. (5)
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We abbreviate this distribution as Gampkq. For the sake of review, we repeat the following
calculation from [MW13]:
Lemma 2.1. Let Zkc count all c-light k-cycles (k ě 2), and let Z¯kc count all c-light k-paths
(k ě 1). For all c À 1 and 0 ă δ ă 1 we have
ErZkc ´ Zkcp1´δqs — pnqknk
pceqkr1´ p1´ δqks
k3{2
ď pceq
k
k3{2
,
EZ¯kc — pnqk`1nk
pceqk
k1{2
ď npceq
k
k1{2
.
Proof. In the complete graph on n vertices, the number of (directed) k-cycles (k ě 2) is
pnqk{k. The weight of any given k-cycle is distributed as a Gampkq random variable, therefore
EZkc “ pnqkk PpGampkq ď ck{nq “
pnqk
k
ż ck{n
0
e´xxk´1
pk ´ 1q! dx.
Since c À 1 we have e´x — 1 uniformly over the range of integration, therefore
ErZkc ´ Zkcp1´δqs — pnqkk
ż ck{n
cp1´δqk{n
xk´1
pk ´ 1q! dx —
pnqk
k
pck{nqkr1´ p1´ δqks
k!
— pnqk
nk
pceqkr1´ p1´ δqks
k3{2
ď pceq
kr1´ p1´ δqks
k3{2
,
proving the estimate for c-light k-cycles. The estimate for c-light k-paths follows by noting
that the number of k-paths (k ě 1) is pnqk`1. 
An easy variation of the preceding calculation shows that in the targeted regime for Wn,
there can be no cycles of length less than plog nq2:
Lemma 2.2. Given any c “ 1{er1`Op1{plog nq2qs and C ą 0, the probability that there is
a cycle C with 1{e ă c¯pC q ď c and lenpC q ă Cplog nq2 tends to zero in the limit nÑ 8.
Proof. The expected number of directed k-cycles that are c-light but not p1{eq-light is
EpZkc ´ Zk1{eq “ pnqkk
ż ck{n
k{penq
e´xxk´1
pk ´ 1q! dx À
pceqk ´ 1
k3{2
À k{plog nq
2
k3{2
,
where the last bound used that k À plog nq2. Summing over 2 ď k ă plog nq2 and applying
Markov’s inequality proves the claim. 
2.2. Uniformity. It was previously demonstrated in [Din13, MW13] that cycles which are
uniform (in a sense defined formally below) have low variance. For a sequence of weights
w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n, let us define its excedance relative to c (for short, c-excedance)
to be the quantity ÿ
i
pnwi{c´ 1q “ kpc¯{c´ 1q. (6)
Definition 2.3. Say that a cycle C is pc, Aq-uniform if it has no subpaths with c-excedance
outside r´A,As. We say simply that C is A-uniform if it is pc¯pC q, Aq-uniform. We apply
the same terminology to paths as well as cycles.
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Definition 2.4. Given weights w1, . . . , wk with mean c¯{n, the D-tilted bridge is the process
Wj “
jÿ
i“1
pnwi ´ c¯´D{kq, started from W0 “ 0 and ending at Wk “ ´D.
We refer to the D “ 0 case as the untilted bridge: in particular, a cycle with mean weight c¯{n
is A-uniform if and only if its untilted bridge has range ď c¯A. Sometimes we say k-bridge to
emphasize that the bridge is defined on the time interval r0, ks.
2.3. Exponential random walks. The exp-minus-one random walk is the random walk on
the real line with step distribution u´ 1, where u is a unit-rate exponential random variable.
Observe that the cycle bridges (Definition 2.4) can be rescaled to an exp-minus-one version:
to see this, take any positive µ and consider the random vector w “ pw1, . . . , wkq where the
wi are independent exponential random variables with mean µ. Following the notation (4),
suppose they sum to kc¯{n. Let s¯ be any positive c¯-measurable random variable, and consider
the process
Wj “
jÿ
i“1
pnwi ´ s¯q “ s¯
jÿ
i“1
pnwi{s¯´ 1q, 0 ď j ď k.
Conditioned on c¯, the vector w is distributed as a uniform sample from the space of all
non-negative vectors in Rk with sum kc¯{n, regardless of the value of µ. In particular, taking
µ “ s¯{n shows that
the process W {s¯ is distributed as an exp-minus-one random walk
started from the origin and conditioned to be at kpc¯{s¯´ 1q at time k. (7)
For example, by taking s¯ “ c¯, we see that the process with increments pnwi{c¯´ 1q is dis-
tributed simply as an exp-minus-one walk conditioned to return to the origin at time k. We
will apply (7) with s¯ ‰ c¯ in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
In view of Definition 2.4, we study the exp-minus-walk with restricted range. In Section 6
we give a precise computation of the principal eigenvalue λA of the exp-minus-walk with
killing outside r0, As. In the limit of large A it behaves as
λA “ expt´pi2{p2A2q `Op1{A3qu. (8)
By comparison, for simple symmetric random walk on the integers killed outside t1, . . . , A´ 1u
(with A integral), the principal eigenvalue is λsrwA “ cosppi{Aq, which behaves in the limit of
large A as expt´pi2{p2A2q `Op1{A4qu (see e.g. [Kac45]).
2.4. Proof overview. Having finished our preliminary calculations, we conclude this section
by outlining the proof of our main result.
In Section 3 we prove the necessary estimates for (range-restricted) exp-minus-one walks —
taking as input the principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction for the walk with killing outside
the interval r0, As, which will be computed in Section 6. The most important consequences
of this section concern the exp-minus-one random walk k-bridge, by which we mean an
exp-minus-one random walk conditioned to return to the origin in k steps. Lemma 3.9
computes the probability RkA for this process to have range ď A:
RkA — pλAqk k
3{2
A3
for all k Á A2.
Lemma 3.10 shows that if we condition this process to have range ď A, then its local times
are comparable with those of the analogously range-restricted Brownian motion.
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In Section 4 we apply the random walk estimates to rule out supercritical cycles which are
atypically light or long. Recall that in Lemma 2.1 we computed the expectation of the number
Zkc of c-light k-cycles. Let Z
k
c pAq count c-light k-cycles that are A-uniform: in Lemma 4.3
we apply the estimate on RkA to prove
EZkc pAq “ pEZkc qRkA — pceλAq
k
A3
for all k Á A2.
If a c-light cycle fails to be A-uniform, then we can extract a subpath whose bridge decreases
by ´A`Op1q and is pA`Op1qq-uniform. We let Z¯`cpAq count `-paths of this type: in
Lemma 4.4 we apply random walk estimates from Section 3 to show that
EZ¯`cpAq À pceλAq
`
A3
n
eA
for all ` ě 1.
Consequently, if ZěA2c counts all c-light cycles of length ě A2, we have
P
`
ZěA
2
c ą 0
˘ ď ÿ
kěA2
EZkc pAq `
ÿ
`ě1
EZ¯`cpAq À
ÿ
kě1
pceλAqk
A3
”
1` n
eA
ı
. (9)
This calculation suggests that we take A “ log n`Op1q and rule out values of c that make
ceλA too small. This leads to the definitions
A˝ ” log n , c˝ ” 1
eλA˝
“ 1
e
„
1` pi
2
2plog nq2 `Op1{plog nq
3q

, (10)
applying (8). It suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 with c˝ in place of c‹. The lower bound on
nWn stated in the theorem is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.2 and (9), and this is the first
main consequence of Section 4.
The second main part of Section 4 is to rule out cycles that are much longer than plog nq3
in the regime |c¯´ c˝| À 1{plog nq3. This argument is rather more involved, but it is guided by
the same basic principle that the untilted bridge of a cycle either stays in a restricted range,
or has sharp decreases over restricted ranges. If a cycle is very long, its bridge must either
have many sharp decreases, or else stay in restricted ranges over long intervals. Both events
impose a severe probability cost which can be used to rule out the presence of long cycles.
In Section 5 we identify a subcollection of uniform cycles with a “typical local time profile,”
and show that the number of such cycles is well concentrated about its mean. It follows
that these cycles exist (with high probability) whenever their expected number is large. It
follows from Lemma 3.10 that most of the contribution to EZkc pAq comes from cycles having
a typical local time profile — meaning that EZkc pAq locates the sharp transition. Theorem 1.1
then follows in a straightforward manner.
3. Random walk estimates
In this section we derive the necessary estimates for exp-minus-one walks subject to
restrictions on the range of the walk. A few of the estimates require some understanding of
the principal eigenvalue λA, and associated left eigenfunction ϕA, for the walk with killing
outside the interval r0, As. These will be computed in Section 6; in the present section we
shall require only the facts that
λA “ expt´r1`Op1{Aqspi2{p2A2qu (11)
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and that when ϕA is normalized to be a probability density on r0, As,
ϕApxq — δApxq{A2 , where δApxq ” 1t0 ď x ď Aurpx` 1q ^ pA´ x` 1qs. (12)
We will also make repeated use of a coupling of Komlo´s–Major–Tusna´dy [KMT76, Theorem 1]:
let pXiqiě1 be i.i.d. random variables with zero mean, unit variance, and finite exponential
moments. For any λ ą 0 there are constants K1, K2, and a coupling of pXiqiě1 to i.i.d.
standard Gaussian random variables pYiqiě1, such that
P
ˆ
max
jďk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
jÿ
i“1
pXi ´ Yiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą K1 log k ` x
˙
ď K2e´λx.
3.1. Estimates for short time scales. We begin with some estimates for exp-minus-one
walks run for k steps where k is arbitrary. We will apply these estimates for the case k À A2;
in the next subsection we derive better estimates for longer time scales k Á A2. The following
lemma is well known, see e.g., [PP95, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 3.1. Consider a random walk whose step distribution has zero mean and unit
variance. The probability that the walk started from x survives at least k steps before going
negative is — px` 1q{pk ` 1q1{2, uniformly over k ě 0 and 0 ď x À k1{2.
Next we review an easy estimate for the probability the random walk stays confined in an
interval; this will be substantially refined later for exp-minus-one walks.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a random walk whose step distribution has zero mean and unit
variance. The probability the walk will survive for at least k steps before exiting r0, As is
À expt´Ωpk{A2qu uniformly over all A Á 1, k ě 0, X0 P r0, As.
Proof. Divide the time interval r0, ks into length-t subintervals with t — A2. It is then enough
to note that the probability for the walk X to survive over a single subinterval is bounded
away from one, uniformly over A and over the choice of the starting point x P r0, As. Indeed,
the survival probability is upper bounded by Pp|Xt ´X0| ď Aq, which is bounded away from
one either by direct calculation with the gamma distribution, or by applying the central limit
theorem for pXt ´ tq{
?
t. 
From now on we restrict our attention to exp-minus-one random walks in intervals r0, As
with absorbing boundaries. All our estimates hold also for one-minus-exp random walks (up
to constant multiplicative error). Recall from (12) the definition of δA. We assume from now
on that A is at least of large constant size.
Corollary 3.3. There is an absolute constant η ą 0 such that for k ď pηAq2, the probability
for the exp-minus-one walk started from x to survive at least k steps before exiting r0, As is
— δApxq{pk ` 1q1{2, uniformly over 0 ď δApxq À k1{2.
Proof. As before it suffices to consider k exceeding any large fixed constant, so that k — k ` 1.
Assume first that x ď A{2, so δApxq “ x` 1; the case x ě A{2 follows in a symmetric fashion.
From the one-sided bound of Lemma 3.1, the probability for the walk started from x to
survive at least k steps before going negative is — px` 1q{k1{2, which trivially implies the
upper bound. For the lower bound it suffices to subtract the probability that the walk
exceeds A before going negative, which has probability À px` 1q{A ď ηpx` 1q{k1{2. Taking
sufficiently small η gives the lower bound. 
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Let pkApx, yq denote the probability density for an exp-minus-one walk X to go from x to y
in k time steps without exiting r0, As. Let ϕkApx, yq denote the density at Xk “ y conditioned
on survival in r0, As for k steps.
pkApx, yq ” limÓ0 p2q´1Pp|Xk ´ y| ď ;Xt P r0, As for all 0 ď t ď k |X0 “ xq,
ϕkApx, yq ” limÓ0 p2q´1Pp|Xk ´ y| ď  |Xt P r0, As for all 0 ď t ď k,X0 “ xq.
Lemma 3.4. It holds uniformly over A, k, x, y that
pkApx, yq À δApxqδApyqpk ` 1q3{2 .
Proof. As before it suffices to consider k exceeding any large fixed constant, so that k — k ` 1.
Take exp-minus-one walks X and Z started from X0 “ x and Z0 “ 0 respectively, and take
a one-minus-exp walk Y started from Y0 “ y, with X, Y, Z mutually independent. Fix also
c P p0, 1{2q. The probability for an exp-minus-one walk to go from x to ry ´ , y ` s without
exiting r0, As is upper bounded by the probability of the intersection of three events:
E1 “ tX survives at least ck steps without exiting r0, Asu,
E2 “ tY survives at least ck steps without exiting r0, Asu,
E3 “ tZ goes from 0 to Yck ´Xck ` r´, s in p1´ 2cqk stepsu.
Now take c “ 1{3, so the one-sided bound of Lemma 3.1 gives PpE1q À δApxq{k1{2 and similarly
PpE2q À δApyq{k1{2. The clt then gives PpE3|E1 X E2, Yck ´Xckq À {k1{2, uniformly over
all choices of Yck ´Xck. Multiplying these probabilities together proves the bound. 
Corollary 3.5. For k — A2, it holds uniformly over x, y that
pkApx, yq — δApxqδApyqA3 and ϕ
k
Apx, yq — δApyqA2 .
Proof. Take the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, and take a constant c P p0, 1{2q
such that A2 À ck ď pηAq2. Corollary 3.3 then gives PpE1 X E2q — δApxqδApyq{k. Let
E4 ”
"
Z goes from 0 to Yck ´Xck ` r´, s in p1´ 2cqk steps
without exiting the interval r´A{3, 2A{3s.
*
Conditioned on E1 X E2, the event E5 that both Xck, Yck are in rA{3, 2A{3s occurs with
probability — 1: for δApxq, δApyq log k this can be deduced directly from the KMT coupling;
otherwise one can use the argument from Lemma 3.1 to reduce to the case δApxq, δApyq log k.
The functional clt gives
PpE4 |E1 X E2 X E5q — {pk ´ 2ckq1{2 — {k1{2,
so altogether pkApx, yq Á δApxqδApyq{k3{2 — δApxqδApyq{A3. Combining with the upper bound
of Lemma 3.4 proves pkApx, yq — δApxqδApyq{A3. A final application of Corollary 3.3 proves
the estimate on the conditional density, ϕkApx, yq — δApyq{A2. 
In preparation for the lemma that follows, observe that the Gamptq density ft satisfies
ftpt` xq ď 1{|x` 1| for all t ě 1, x ě ´t. (13)
For t “ 1 it is easy to verify that f1p1` xq “ e´1´x ď 1{|x` 1|, uniformly over all x ě ´1.
For t ě 2, note that ftpt` xq is unimodal in x, with the unique mode at x “ ´1. Since the
density ft integrates to 1, for any x ě ´t we have
1 ě
ż |x`1|
0
ftpt´ 1` uq du ě |x` 1|ftpt` xq,
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and rearranging proves (13).
Lemma 3.6. It holds uniformly over A, k, x, y that
pkApx, yq À
"px` 1qpA´ y ` 1q{|x´ y|3 for x ă y;
pA´ x` 1qpy ` 1q{|x´ y|3 for x ą y.
Proof. Assume 0 ď x ă y ď A; the case x ą y follows by a symmetric argument. Define
x1 ” x` py ´ xq{4, y1 ” y ´ py ´ xq{4; note that we need only consider y ´ x exceeding a large
constant. Take exp-minus-one walks X and Z started from X0 “ x and Z0 “ 0 respectively,
and take a one-minus-exp walk Y started from Y0 “ y, with X, Y, Z mutually independent.
Define the stopping times σ ” mintt ě 0 : Xt R r0, x1su and τ ” mintt ě 0 : Yt R ry1, Asu. The
probability for an exp-minus-one random walk to go from x to ry ´ , y ` s in k steps without
exiting r0, As can be upper bounded by the probability of the intersection of three events,
E1 “ tXσ ą x1u ,
E2 “ tYτ ă y1u ,
E3 “ tσ ` τ ď ku X tZk´pσ`τq P Yτ ´Xσ ` r´, su .
It is clear from Lemma 3.2 that the stopping time σ is integrable, so Wald’s identity gives
x “ EXσ. Rearranging gives
PpE1q “ x´ a
b´ a where a ” ErXσ |Xσ ă 0s and b ” ErXσ |Xσ ą x
1s.
If X is either the exp-minus-one or one-minus-exp walk then ´1 ď a ď 0 and x1 ď b ď x1 ` 1,
so PpE1q À px` 1q{x1 À px` 1q{py ´ xq, and similarly PpE2q À pA´ y ` 1q{py ´ xq. Condi-
tioned on E1 X E2, we have y1 ´ 1 ď Yτ ď y1 a.s., while Xσ ´ x1 is a standard exponential
random variable. For Xσ ´ x1 large we take the crude bound
PpE3;Xσ ´ x1 ą py ´ xq{4q ď max
tďk maxuPR
PpZt P u` r´, sq
epy´xq{4
À 
epy´xq{4
À 
y ´ x.
For smaller values of Xσ ´ x1 we instead bound
PpE3;Xσ ´ x1 ď py ´ xq{4q ď max
tďk max0ďuď1`py´xq{4
PpZt P py1 ´ x1q ´ u` r´, sq.
which is again À {py ´ xq by (13). Multiplying the probabilities together gives the claimed
bound. 
3.2. Estimates for long time scales. Recall from (11) and (12) the definitions of λA, ϕA, δA.
Lemma 3.7. For k Á A2, it holds uniformly over x, y that
pkApx, yq — pλAqk δApxqδApyqA3 and ϕ
k
Apx, yq — δApyqA2 .
Proof. Take t ď k with A2 À t ď pηAq2, and run the walk for t time steps: by Corollary 3.3, the
walk survives in r0, As up to time t with probability — δApxq{t1{2 — δApxq{A. By Corollary 3.5,
the density at Xt “ z conditioned on survival is ϕtApx, zq — δApzq{A2. In particular we can
find a large absolute constant C such that
C´1ϕApzq ď ϕtApx, zq ď CϕApzq.
Therefore, if we start from the distribution ϕtApx, ¨q and evolve the walk forward for k ´ t steps,
the terminal density at Xk “ y (conditioned on survival up to time t) will be sandwiched
between C´1pλAqk´tϕApyq and CpλAqk´tϕApyq. Both lower and upper bounds agree up to
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constant factors with pλAqkδApyq{A2, and multiplying with the probability of survival up to
time t proves the first estimate pkApx, yq — pλAqkδApxqδApyq{A3. Integrating over y proves that
the probability of survival up to time k is — pλAqkδApxq{A, therefore ϕkApx, yq — δApyq{A2. 
Remark 3.8. Since pkApA{2, A{2q is nondecreasing in A, an immediate consequence of
Lemma 3.7 is that λA is nondecreasing in A.
Recall that pλAqk — 1 for k À A2. It therefore holds uniformly over all A, k, x, y that
pkApx, yq À pλAq
kδApxqδApyq
pA2 ^ pk ` 1qq3{2
by Lemma 3.4 for k À A2,
and Lemma 3.7 for k Á A2. (14)
For A´ x´ y — A we also have the bounds
pkApx,A´ yq
pkApA´ x, yq
*
À pλAq
kpx` 1qpy ` 1q
A3
by Lemma 3.6 for k À A2,
and Lemma 3.7 for k Á A2. (15)
In both (14) and (15) the À can be replaced with — in the regime k Á A2.
We conclude with our estimates for the exp-minus-one k-bridge, which we recall is an
exp-minus-one walk conditioned to return to the origin at time k. We first estimate the
probability RkA that this process has range at most A,
RkA ” lim
Ó0
Pp| rangepXq| ď A; |Xk| ď q
Pp|Xk| ď q , X an exp-minus-one walk.
Lemma 3.9. For k Á A2, the exp-minus-one k-bridge has range at most A with probability
RkA — pλAqk k
3{2
A3
.
Proof. Let X be an exp-minus-one walk started from X0 “ 0. Decompose RkA “ RkA{4 `RkA,ě,
where RkA{4 is the contribution from the event that the range of X is smaller than A{4, while
RkA,ě is the contribution from the event that the range is in rA{4, As. In order to have range
less than A{4 the walk must certainly stay confined within distance A{4 of the origin, so
RkA{4 ď lim
Ó0
PppX0:kq Ď r´A{4, A{4s; |Xk| ď q
Pp|Xk| ď q — k
1{2pkA{2pA{4, A{4q À k1{2pλA{2qk{A
by (14). For k Á A2 the right-hand side is À k3{2pλAqk{A3.
For larger H we make a more precise calculation. Let S, T P r0, kq denote the times where
the walk achieves its minimum and maximum respectively: the contribution to RkA,ě from
S ă T is
—
ż A
A{4
lim
Ó0
PprangepX|r0,ksq P dH;S ă T ; |Xk| ď q
Pp|Xk| ď q dH
— k1{2
k´1ÿ
s,t“0
1ts ă tu
ż A
A{4
pt´sH p0, Hqpk´t`sH pH, 0q dH À k5{2
ż 3A{4
0
pλA´∆qk
pA´∆q6 d∆
where in the final step we applied (15) and made the change of variables H “ A´∆. From
the expansion (11) and the monotonicity of λA (Remark 3.8) we have
λA´∆
λA
ď max
!
1, exp
!´Θp∆q `Op1q
A3
))
, (16)
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so we find that the contribution to RkA,ě from S ă T is
À k5{2 pλAq
k
A6
ż 3A{4
0
´λA´∆
λA
¯k
d∆ — k3{2 pλAq
k
A3
.
The contribution to RkA,ě from S ą T has the same value, so the upper bound follows.
The lower bound can be obtained in a similar manner, but summing only over pairs s ă t
with t´ s Á A2 and k ´ t` s Á A2 and applying the lower bound from Lemma 3.7 (see the
comment below (15)). 
We conclude with an estimate on the local time profile for the exp-minus-one bridge, which
will be used to control the variance of “good” cycles in our second moment argument. Let X
be an exp-minus-one k-bridge, and let rX be X with a constant shift that centers it at A{2:rXt ” Xt ` pA´maxX ´minXq{2 (17)
We then define the local times of the range-restricted k-bridge by
`kApSq ” E
„ kÿ
t“1
1t rXt P Su ˇˇˇ | rangepXq| ď A for S Ď r0, As.
Lemma 3.10. For k Á A2, it holds uniformly over subintervals S Ď r0, As that the local time
of a range-restricted k-bridge is bounded by
`kApSq À p1` |S|qmax
xPS δApxq
2.
Proof. Let X denote an exp-minus-one walk, and H its exact range, so that the recentered
walk rX is confined in the interval IA,H ” rpA´Hq{2, pA`Hq{2s. We will compute
`kApSq “ lim
Ó0
řk
t“1 Pp rXt P S,H ď A; |Xk| ď q
PpH ď A; |Xk| ď q .
Lemma 3.9 gives that the denominator is — pλAqkk{A3 (since X is a walk rather than a bridge,
there is a factor of {?k). We decompose `kA “ `kA,ă ` `kA,ě by separating the numerator into
the cases H ă A{4 and A{4 ď H ď A. For H ă A{4, applying the bound (14) gives
`kA,ăpSq ď `kA,ăpr0, Asq À
k pkA{2pA{4, A{4q
pλAqkk{A3 À A
2pλA{2{λAqk À A2 À max
xPS δApxq
2, (18)
where in the last bound we used that rX is confined in r3A{8, 5A{8s, so in fact `kA,ăpSq is zero
unless δApxq — A for some x P S.
For larger H, we sum over all possibilities s, t P r1, ks where the walk achieves its minimum
and maximum respectively, as well as all times u P r1, ks where rXu P S. For simplicity we
consider only the contribution from times s ă u ă t; the contribution from other permutations
is calculated similarly and will be of the same asymptotic order (up to constants): thus
`kA,ěpSq À
kÿ
s,u,t“1
1ts ă u ă tu
pλAqkk{A3
ż A
A{4
ż
SXIA,H
pu´sH p0, xHqpt´uH pxH , Hqpk´t`sH pH, 0q dx dH
where xH ” x´ pA´Hq{2, so that for x P IA,H we have xH P r0, Hs and δHpxHq ď δApxq. By
symmetry it suffices to consider xH ď H{2: then pu´sH p0, xHq can be bounded by (14), while
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pt´uH pxH , Hq and pk´t`sH pH, 0q can be bounded by (15). The total contribution to `kA,ěpSq
from times s ă u ă t with u´ s ď H2 is
À k
2
pλAqkk{A3
ż A
A{4
pλHqk
H6
ˆż
S
δApxq2 dx
˙
dH À |S|max
xPS δApxq
2,
while the total contribution from times s ă u ă t with u´ s ě H2 is
À k
3
pλAqkk{A3
ż A
A{4
pλHqk
H9
ˆż
S
δApxq2 dx
˙
dH À pk{A3q|S|max
xPS δApxq
2.
Adding these together and combining with (18) gives the stated bound. 
4. Light cycles and long cycles
Recall that for a given cycle C we use c¯pC q ” nwgtpC q{ lenpP q to denote its mean weight
scaled by n. In this section we prove that w.h.p. no cycles in the supercritical regime c¯ ą 1{e
have c˝ ´ c¯ 1{plog nq3. We also show that in the regime |c¯´ c˝| À 1{plog nq3, w.h.p. there
are no cycles of length  plog nq3. The formal statement is as follows:
Theorem 4.1. In the complete graph or complete digraph with i.i.d. unit-rate exponential
edge weights, for all  ą 0 there exists a constant C “ Cpq ą 0 such that
P
`D cycle C : 1{e ă c¯pC q ď c˝ ´ C{plog nq3˘ ď . (19)
For all  ą 0 and all C1 ą 0 there exists a constant C2 “ C2p, C1q ą 0 such that
P
ˆ D cycle C : 1{e ă c¯pC q ď c˝ ` C1{plog nq3
and lenpC q ě C2plog nq3
˙
ď . (20)
4.1. First moment for uniform cycles and paths. We begin with some first moment
estimates for uniform cycles and paths. Let
Zkc pAq ” number of c-light A-uniform k-cycles;
Z¯kc pAq ” number of k-paths that, for some A2 P rA´ 2, As,
have c-excedance ´A2 and are pc, A2q-uniform.
(21)
We will also denote
Zěkc pAq ”
ÿ
`ěk
Z`cpAq, ZcpAq ” Zě2c pAq, Z¯cpAq ”
ÿ
`ě1
Z¯`cpAq.
The purpose of defining Z¯cpAq is to bound the number of light cycles which do not contribute
to ZcpAq. From Definition 2.3, if a cycle C is c-light but fails to be A-uniform, then it has
a subpath P with c-excedance ă ´A. The following lemma shows how to extract further
subpaths from P that are both light and uniform:
Lemma 4.2. For 2 ď A1 ď A, given a path P with c-excedance ă ´A, one can extract at
least 1` tA´ A1u distinct (though not necessarily disjoint) subpaths p Ď P , each contributing
to Z¯cpA1q as defined in (21).
Proof. By scaling we can assume c “ 1. Suppose P has length k and edge weights w1, . . . , wk.
By assumption, the process Wj “ řji“1pnwi ´ 1q goes from W0 “ 0 to Wk ă ´A. Let
pxi, yiq “ ´pi, i` A1q, for 0 ď i ď tA´ A1u.
SinceA1 ě 2, yi ` 1 ă xi ´ 1 for each i. SinceW decreases by at most one at each step, for each
i there is some ηi for which Wηi P pxi ´ 1, xis, and some τi ą ηi for which Wτi P pyi, yi ` 1s. Let
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rη¯i, τ¯is be any minimal subinterval of r0, ks for which Wη¯i P pxi ´ 1, xis and Wτ¯i P pyi, yi ` 1s,
and let pi be the subpath of P corresponding to the interval rη¯i, τ¯is. Since rη¯i, τ¯is is minimal,
the subpath pi is pWη¯i ´Wτ¯iq-uniform, where A1 ´ 2 ď Wη¯i ´Wτ¯i ď A1. Since the intervalspxi ´ 1, xis are disjoint, the paths pi are distinct. 
Applying Lemma 4.2 with A1 “ A, when A ě 2, we see that any c-light cycle either
contributes to ZcpAq, or has a subpath contributing to Z¯cpAq.
Lemma 4.3. For k Á A2, c À 1, and 0 ă δ ă 1,
ErZkc pAq ´ Zkcp1´δqpAqs — pnqknk
pceλAqkr1´ p1´ δqks
A3
. (22)
Proof. Recalling Definition 2.3, a k-cycle with edge weights w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n
contributes to Zkc pAq if and only if c¯ ď c, and the untilted bridge with increments pnwi{c¯´ 1q
has range at most A. Applying (7) with s¯ “ c¯, we see that EZkc pAq “ pEZkc qRkA, and then
(22) follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.9. 
Lemma 4.4. For A ě 2, c À 1, and k ě 1,
EZ¯kc pAq À pceλAq
k
A3
n
eA
. (23)
Proof. A k-path with edge weights w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n contributes to Z¯kc pAq if and
only if, for some A2 P rA´ 2, As, the process with increments pnwi{c´ 1q goes from 0 to
´A2 without exiting r´A2, 0s. In particular this implies c¯ “ cp1´ A2{kq. Making the change
of variables A2 “ A´∆, we have
EZ¯kc pAq “ pnqk`1
ż 2
0
fkrpk ´ A`∆qc{nsp
k
A´∆pA´∆, 0q
fkpk ´ A`∆q
c d∆
n
where the first factor in the integrand is the probability density of the path weight, and the
second factor is the probability that an exp-minus-walk, conditioned to go from A´∆ to 0
in k steps, does so without exiting r0, A´∆s. Simplifying gives
EZ¯kc pAq ď pnqk`1 c
k
nk
ż 2
0
ek´A`∆pkA´∆pA´∆, 0q d∆ À neA
pceλAqk
A3
ż 2
0
´λA´∆
λA
¯k
d∆,
where the last bound follows from (15). The final integrand is ď 1, which gives (23). 
4.2. Uniform cycles and light cycles. We now apply our first moment estimates to argue
that in the supercritical regime c ą 1{e, cycles cannot be too uniform or too light. Recall
(10) that we set A˝ ” log n and c˝ ” 1{peλA˝q. More generally, we define the relation
c eλA “ expt´γ{A3u (24)
— where we can think of c as being determined by A and γ. A first consequence of Lemma 4.3
is that cycles of length at least plog nq2 cannot be too uniform in the targeted regime for the
mean weight:
Lemma 4.5. For all , C ą 0 there exists ∆ “ ∆p, Cq ą 0 large enough that
P
ˆ D cycle C : c¯pC q ď c˝ ` C{plog nq3,
lenpC q ě A2, and C is A-uniform
˙
ď  for A ” log n´∆.
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Proof. Suppose (24) holds with γ ą 0. Using Markov’s inequality with Lemma 4.3 and (24),
PpZěA2c pAq ą 0q ď EZěA2c pAq À A´3
ÿ
kěA2
e´kγ{A
3 À 1{γ ,
so by taking γ — 1{ we can ensure PpZěA2c pAq ą 0q ď . Using the expansion (11) for λA,
we see that by choosing A “ log n´∆ with ∆ — C ` γ, where γ and C are fixed as nÑ 8,
we can ensure c “ 1{peλAq expp´γ{A3q ě c˝ ` C{plog nq3. 
We next show how Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 can be combined to rule out cycles that are
lighter than the targeted regime for the mean weight.
Proposition 4.6. For all  ą 0 there exists C “ Cpq ą 0 such that
P
ˆ D cycle C : c¯pC q ď c˝ ´ C{plog nq3
and lenpC q ě plog nq2
˙
ď .
Proof. From Lemma 4.2, assuming A ě 2, a c-light k-cycle either contributes to Zkc pAq, or
has a subpath contributing to Z¯`cpAq for some ` ď k. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, if we take
A “ A˝ and γ a large positive constant, then
PpZěA2c ą 0q ď EZěA2c pAq ` EZ¯cpAq À
ÿ
`ě1
e´γ`{A3
A3
— 1{γ ,
so by taking γ — 1{ we can ensure PpZěA2c ą 0q ď . Since c{c˝ “ expp´γ{A3q and c˝ — 1,
the proposition follows with C — 1{. 
4.3. Non-uniform cycles and long cycles. Recall that in Lemma 4.5 above we ruled out
cycles that are too uniform in the targeted regime for the mean weight. We now prove the
complementary assertion that cycles cannot be too non-uniform in this regime:
Lemma 4.7. For all , C ą 0 there exists ∆ “ ∆p, Cq ą 0 large enough that
P
ˆ D cycle C : c¯pC q ď c˝ ` C{plog nq3
and C is not plog n`∆q-uniform
˙
ď .
Proof. We can set γ “ 1 andA1 ” log n´∆1 with ∆1 — C and have c ” 1{peλA1q expp´γ{pA1q3q ě
c˝ ` C{plog nq3. Then Lemma 4.4 gives
EZ¯cpA1q À npA1q3eA1
1
1´ e´γ{pA1q3 — n{e
A1 “ e∆1 .
Let A “ log n`∆ ě A1. By Definition 2.3 and Lemma 4.2 together with Markov’s inequality,
PpZc ą ZcpAqq ď P
`
Z¯cpA1q ě 1` tA´ A1u
˘ ď EZ¯cpA1q
1` t∆`∆1u À
e∆
1
p∆`∆1q .
By taking ∆ — e∆1{ we can ensure that this probability is sufficiently small. 
In the remainder of this section we argue that there are no cycles in the targeted weight
regime that have length much longer than plog nq3. In view of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7, it remains
to consider cycles which are neither too uniform nor too non-uniform:
Lemma 4.8. For all , C,∆ ą 0 there exists B “ Bp, C,∆q ą 0 large enough that
P
¨˝ D cycle C : c˝ ´ C{plog nq3 ď c¯pC q ď c˝ ` C{plog nq3,
C is plog n`∆q-uniform but not plog n´∆q-uniform,
and lenpC q ě Bplog nq3
‚˛ď .
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Proof. We denote
c˘ ” c˝ ˘ C{plog nq3, A˘ ” log n˘∆ .
Consider a k-cycle with weights w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n, where c´ ď c¯ ď c`, which is
A`-uniform but not A´-uniform. Let X denote the corresponding untilted bridge, with
increments pnwi{c¯´ 1q. For convenience we shift X by a constant so that its minimum is
zero. Then its maximum is in rA´, A`s.
Let H denote the ceiling of the maximum of X. Write H ” rA˝s`∆H (so ∆H is integer-
valued). Let A1 ” rA˝s´∆1 be the largest integer for which A1 ď A´ ´ 2 and
c`eλA ď expt´1{A3u for all A such that plog nq{2 ď A ď A1 ` 2. (25)
The constraint A1 ď A´ ´ 2 ensures ∆1 `∆H ě 1. It follows from (8) that ∆1 — maxpC,∆q.
Define
x ” H ´ pA1 ´ 2q “ ∆H `∆1 ` 2,
y ” A1 ´ 2 “ H ´ p∆H `∆1 ` 2q.
For fixed C and ∆ when n is big enough we have 0 ă x ă y ă H.
For a sequence of times 0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tq ď k with q even, let Ert1:qs denote the event that
the ti partition the bridge X into alternating up-crossings and down-crossings: that is,
Ert1:qs “ tU rti´1, tis for all i evenu X tDrti´1, tis for all i oddu
where U ra, bs and Dra, bs indicate the events of up-crossing and down-crossing on ra, bs:
U ra, bs ” tXa ă x and b “ mintt ą a : Xt ą yuu
Dra, bs ” tXa ą y and b “ mintt ą a : Xt ă xuu.
(with cyclic time indexing). The proof idea is as follows: any cycle with a very large number
of crossings will give an excessive contribution to Z¯cpA2q where A2 ” y ´ x, so we can assume
a bounded number of crossings. We then argue that a long cycle with a bounded number of
crossings is unlikely to occur because its range is effectively reduced from A to A1.
Each down-crossing corresponds to a subpath with c-excedance ă ´A2. By Lemma 4.2,
from each such down-crossing we can extract a contribution to Z¯c`pA2q. From Lemma 4.4
and (25), the expected number of cycles with at least Q{2 down-crossings is
ď EZ¯c`pA
2q
Q{2 À
n
QeA2
ÿ
`ě1
pc`eλA2q`
pA2q3 À
n
QeA2
À e
∆`2∆1
Q
,
which can be made arbitrarily small by taking Q large.
It therefore remains to control the cycles with q ă Q. To this end, we shall first bound the
probability for an exp-minus-one walk Y started at Y0 “ X0 — with no conditioning on the
value of Yk — to belong to the event Ert1:qs.
1. First consider the probability of a length-t down-crossing, Dra, a` ts, conditioned on
having just completed an up-crossing at time a. This means that rYas “ y ` h for some
integer 1 ď h ď H ´ y. Conditional on h, the probability to make a down-crossing is
upper bounded by the probability that an exp-minus-one walk started exactly at y ` h
will travel to rx´ 1, x` 1s in t steps without exiting the interval rx´ 1, H ` 1s. It follows
that the probability of down-crossing Dra, a` ts, conditioned on having just completed
an up-crossing at time a, is upper bounded by pdnptq where
pdnptq “ max
1ďhďH´y
ż 2
0
ptA1py ` h´ px´ 1q, uq du.
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Recalling H ´ y “ ∆H `∆1 ` 2 and applying (15) gives
pdnptq À pλA1q
tp∆H `∆1q
pA1q3 .
2. Similarly, consider the probability of a length-t up-crossing U ra, a` ts, conditioned on
having just completed a down-crossing at time a. This is upper bounded by the probability
pupptq that an exp-minus-one walk started exactly at the integer x will travel to ry,H ` 1s
in t steps, and remain in the interval r0, y ` 1s Ă r0, A1s up to time t´ 1. Conditioning on
the position y ` 1´ u of the walk at time t´ 1 and the position z at time t gives
pupptq ď
ż H`1
y
ż y`1
0
pt´1A1 px, y ` 1´ uq
epz´yq`u
du dz À
ż y`1
0
pt´1A1 px, y ` 1´ uq
eu
du.
If t Á plog nq2, then (14) gives
pupptq À pλA1q
tx
pA1q3
ż y`1
0
u` 1
eu
du À pλA1q
tp∆H `∆1q
pA1q3
If t À plog nq2, the contribution from u ď y{2 satisfies the same bound by applying (15) in
place of (14), while the contribution from u ě y{2 is negligible in comparison.
Conditioned on all these crossings, the probability that |Yk ´ Y0| ď  is À , whereas uncon-
ditionally we have |Yk| ď  with probability — {k1{2. Altogether we find
PpX P Ert1:qsq “ lim
Ó0
PpY P Ert1:qs; |Yk| ď q
Pp|Yk| ď q À k
1{2 pλA1qkp∆H `∆1qqeOpqq
pA1q3q .
Therefore, the probability to have a cycle C with |c¯pC q ´ c˝| ď C{plog nq3, which is A`-
uniformly light but not A´-uniformly light, has length lenpC q ě L “ Bplog nq3, and q ď Q
is, using Markov’s inequality and Lemma 2.1,
À
ÿ
kěL
EZkc`
ÿ
qďQ
ÿ
0ăt1ă...ătqďk
PpX P Ert1:qsq À
ÿ
kěL
pc`eλA1qk
k3{2
ÿ
qďQ
k1{2rp∆H `∆1qksqeOpqq
pA1q3q .
We can assume B Á 1{p∆H `∆1q to make the summand increasing in q. Recalling (25), this
in turn is
À pA
1q3p∆H `∆1qQeOpQq
Bplog nq3
ÿ
kěL
Qrk{pA1q3sQ
exptk{pA1q3u
1
pA1q3 À
Qp∆H `∆1qQeOpQq
B
ż 8
B
zQ
ez
dz.
This can be made arbitrarily small by taking B large, and the result follows. 
Proposition 4.9. For all , C ą 0 there exists B “ Bp, Cq ą 0 large enough that
P
ˆ D cycle C : c˝ ´ C{plog nq3 ď c¯pC q ď c˝ ` C{plog nq3
and lenpC q ě Bplog nq3
˙
ď .
Proof. Follows by combining Lemmas 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Proposition 4.6 rules out light supercritical cycles of length ě plog nq2,
and Lemma 2.2 rules out the ones shorter than plog nq2, which implies (19). Proposition 4.9
rules out cycles of length  plog nq3 in the regime |c¯´ c˝| À 1{plog nq3, which together with
(19) implies (20). 
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5. Variance of typical-profile cycles
In this section we complete the proof of our main result Theorem 1.1, the key ingredient of
which is to demonstrate that cycles of length — plog nq3 exist in the regime |c´ c˝| À 1{plog nq3.
(We also argue that it is unlikely that much shorter cycles exist in this weight range.) We
prove the existence of these cycles by a second-moment computation on a set of “good” cycles,
as we now formally define.
5.1. Good cycles. Recall A˝ ” log n, and let A ” rA˝s´∆ for ∆ a large positive integer,
with ∆ ď plog nq{2. Choose c ” cA such that ceλA “ 1.
Definition 5.1. A k-cycle C , with weights w1, . . . , wk summing to kc¯{n, is termed ∆-good if
(i) cp1´ 1{kq ď c¯ ď c for c “ cA, A “ rA˝s´∆;
(ii) the process X with increments pnwi{c´ 1q has range ď A´ 2,
(iii) the recentered process rX (as in (17)) has ď ∆ˆ δApxq4 visits to px´ 1, xs, for each
1 ď x ď A.
Let Ω∆pkq be the number of ∆-good k-cycles C , and let
Ω∆ ”
A3∆ÿ
k“A3{∆
Ω∆pkq .
We show by the moment method that for large ∆, Ω∆ is positive with large probability. To
this end we first argue that Ω∆ is large in expectation:
Lemma 5.2. For ∆ large, EΩ∆ — ∆.
Proof. For A2 À k À n1{2, consider a k-cycle C that satisfies properties (i) and (ii). The
conditional probability that (iii) fails is, by taking a union bound over 1 ď x ď A and applying
Lemma 3.10 with Markov’s inequality,
À
Aÿ
x“1
1
∆δApxq2 À 1{∆.
It follows, assuming ∆ large enough, that the expectation of Ω∆pkq is equal up to constants
to the expected number of k-cycles satisfying properties (i) and (ii) only. By Lemma 4.3,
EΩ∆pkq — ErZkc pAq ´ Zkcp1´1{kqpAqs — pceλAq
k
A3
“ 1
A3
.
Summing over ∆´1 ď k{A3 ď ∆ proves the claim. 
5.2. Variance bound. The crux of the proof is in the following lemma which argues that
the count of good cycles has low variance.
Lemma 5.3. For any cycle C ,ÿ
C 1‰C
PpC 1 is ∆-good |C is ∆-goodq ď EΩ∆ ` o∆p1q
where o∆p1q indicates an error tending to zero in the limit of ∆ Ñ 8.
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Proof. Fix ∆ large, and fix a k-cycle C . Condition on the event that C is good (from here
on, “good” means ∆-good), and write
ΣpC q ”
ÿ
C 1‰C
PpC 1 is good |C is goodq.
If a cycle C 1 is disjoint from C then the events tC is goodu and tC 1 is goodu are independent:
thus, the contribution to ΣpC q from all C 1 X C “ ∅ is at most EΩ∆. It remains then to
argue that the contribution from cycles intersecting with C is o∆p1q.
To this end, consider C 1 ‰ C such that C X C 1 consists of q shared segments, with q ě 1.
Let r count the vertices in C 1zC . The cycle C 1 is partitioned into alternating in-segments
(contained in C ) and out-segments (edge-disjoint from C ); the combined length of all the
out-segments is r ` q. Label the in-segments ruj, vjs, 1 ď j ď q, in order of their traversal by
C 1 — C may traverse the segments in a different order. Let noutpr, qq count the number of
such cycles C 1 for a given tuple pC , r, q, puj, vjq1ďjďqq,
noutpr, qq ď nr
ˆ
r ` q ´ 1
q ´ 1
˙
ď nrpr ` qqq´1
(since C 1 is given by choosing an ordered sequence of r vertices, then dividing them in to q
groups).
Let X 1 be the process with increments pnw1i{c´ 1q, where w1i are the edge weights on C 1.
The edge weights in C 1zC are still i.i.d. unit-rate exponential random variables after the
conditioning on C . For 1 ď j ď q let integers yj, zj be defined by
yj “ rX 1vj s´ rX 1uj s (discretized increment over j-th in-segment);
zj “ rX 1uj`1s´ rX 1vj s (discretized increment over j-th out-segment).
Write y ” py1, . . . , yqq and likewise z ” pz1, . . . , zqq. Let y denote the average of the yj, and
likewise z the average of the zj . For C 1 to satisfy property (i), we must have qpy ` zq P t´1, 0u.
For each j, yj ` A ě 1 and ´zj ` A ě 1. Thus, given y, the number of choices for compatible
py, zq is at most
aqpyq ”
ˆ
qpA` yq ´ 1
q ´ 1
˙ 1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
qpA` yq ` i´ 1
q ´ 1
˙
ď reOp1qpA` yqs2q.
Next, by property (iii), the number of choices of puj, vjq consistent with y is at most
qź
j“1
!
∆2
ÿ
x
δApxq4δApx` |yj|q4
)
ď ∆2q
qź
j“1
!
pA´ |yj|qmax
x
“px` 1q4pA´ |yj| ´ x` 1q4‰),
where we have used that there are ď A´ |yj| choices of x for which the summand is positive.
For each j the maximum is achieved with x` 1 “ pA´ |yj|q{2, and combining with Jensen’s
inequality the above is
ď ∆2q
qź
j“1
pA´ |yj|q9 ď ∆2q
´
A´ q´1
ÿ
j
|yj|
¯9q ď ∆2qpA` yq9q ” bqpyq.
Lastly, let ppzq be the probability that X 1 has increments as specified by z, with range at
most A (otherwise C 1 would violate property (ii)). Writing `j for the length of the j-th
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out-segment, a similar calculation as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 gives
ppzq ď
qź
j“1
"
Opc{nqf`j rp`j ` zjqc{ns
f`jp`` zjq
max
x
p
`j
A px, x` zjq
*
.
Applying (15) and making some straightforward manipulations (recalling ceλA “ 1), we arrive
at the conclusion that for any z consistent with y,
ppzq ď
´ceλA
n
¯r”eOp1qceλA
ne´z
pA´ zq2
A3
ıq ď eOpqqcr,qpyq, cr,qpyq ” 1
nr
”pA` yq2
neyA3
ıq
.
Combining these estimates gives
ΣpC q ´ EΩ∆ ď eOpqq
ÿ
q,r,y
noutpr, qqaqpyqbqpyqcr,qpyq ď
ÿ
q,r,y
”eOp1q∆2pA` yq13
ney
ıq pr ` qqq´1
A3q
where the sum is taken over q ě 1, q ď r ` q ď ∆A3, and |y| ď A´ 2 with qy integer-valued.
Making the change of variables Y ” A` y ě 2, we find
ΣpC q ´ EΩ∆ ď
ÿ
q,Y
” ∆3
n{eA
Y 13
eY
ıq ďÿ
q,Y
”∆3
e∆
Y 13
eY
ıq À ∆3
e∆
,
which tends to zero in the limit ∆ Ñ 8 as claimed. 
Corollary 5.4. In the limit ∆ Ñ 8, PpΩ∆ “ 0q Ñ 0.
Proof. By Chebychev’s inequality and Lemma 5.3,
PpΩ∆ “ 0q ď Var |Ω∆|pE|Ω∆|q2 ď
E|Ω∆| ` o∆p1q
pE|Ω∆|q2 .
By Lem. 5.2 the right-hand side tends to zero in the limit ∆ Ñ 8. 
5.3. Conclusion. We conclude this section with the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 5.4 together imply that we can choose
C1 “ C1pq sufficiently large so that
P
ˆ
c˝ ´ C1{plog nq3 ď nWn ď c˝ ` C1{plog nq3
and plog nq2{C1 ď Ln ď C1plog nq3
ˇˇˇˇ
nWn ą 1{e
˙
ě 1´ .
Combining this with Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.7, we can choose C2 “ C2p, C1q sufficiently
large so that for any interval I Ď r0, C1s with |I| ď 1{C2,
P
ˆ D cycle C : rc¯´ c˝splog nq3 P I
or lenpC q{plog nq3 P I
˙
ď .
Combining these proves (2) and (3). 
6. Eigenfunctions of the one-minus-exp walk
Recall that the one-minus-exp random walk is the real-valued stochastic process pXtqtě0
whose jumps Xt`1 ´Xt are independent and identically distributed as 1´Expp1q. In this
section we study eigenfunctions of this walk with killing outside an interval r0, Hs.
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6.1. Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Consider the one-minus-exp walk killed outside
r0, Hs, and suppose that g is a left eigenfunction of this process with eigenvalue λ: this means
(see Remark 6.1) that g is a function supported on r0, Hs, not identically zero, satisfying
λgpxq “ ex´1
ż H
0
1tu ě x´ 1ugpuqe´u du, 0 ď x ď H. (26)
As g is not identically zero, tx : gpxq ‰ 0u is a non-empty subset of r0, Hs, and we denote its
infimum by xmin. We then have
λgpxqe1´x “
ż H
0
gpuqe´u du, 0 ď x ď mintH, 1` xminu.
— including for some xmin ď x ď mintH, 1` xminu for which gpxq ‰ 0. If the integral on the
right-hand side vanishes, then λ “ 0; otherwise λ ‰ 0, xmin “ 0, and (by rescaling) gpxq “ ex
for 0 ď x ď mintH, 1u. In particular, for H ď 1 we conclude the process has a unique non-zero
eigenvalue λ “ H{e with associated left eigenvector gpxq “ ex1t0 ď x ď Hu.
We see from (26) that g is smooth on p0, HqzZ, with continuous derivatives up to order k
on p0, HqzZďk. We can therefore differentiate (26) to find
λg1pxq “ λgpxq ´ gpx´ 1q, 1 ă x ă H. (27)
Take for the moment H “ 8. We can solve for g on the intervals rk, k ` 1s (k P Zě1) one at
a time, as follows: if g satisfies (27), then h satisfies h1pxq “ gpx´ 1q{λ for all x ą 1, where
hpxq ” ´gpxq `
ż x
1
gpuq du, x ě 1. (28)
Knowing gpxq for 1 ď x ď x determines hpxq for 1 ď x ď x; the reverse also holds since
0 “ ´gpxq `
ż x
1
gpuq du, 0 ď x ď x
has only the trivial solution g “ 0. Suppose inductively that g (hence h) has been determined
on r0, ks for k P Zě1: then we can determine h on the next interval rk, k ` 1s by evaluating
hpxq “ hpkq ` λ´1
ż x´1
k´1
gpuq du, k ď x ď k ` 1,
which determines g on rk, k ` 1s. This proves that in the case H “ 8, there is a unique
continuous function g “ gλ supported on r0,8q that satisfies gpxq “ ex for 0 ď x ď 1, and
satisfies (27) for x ą 1. It is straightforward to verify that
gλpxq ” ex
rxs´1ÿ
k“0
px´ kqk
p´λeqkk! , x ě 0 (29)
is such a function, so it must be the unique one.
If for finite H and λ ‰ 0, g is a solution of (26), then g satisfies (27), and it follows from
the preceding discussion that g must be the restriction of gλ to r0, Hs. We calculate
1
λe
ż b
a
gλpuqe´u du “
rasÿ
k“1
pa` 1´ kqk
p´λeqkk! ´
rbsÿ
k“1
pb` 1´ kqk
p´λeqkk! “
gλpa` 1q
ea`1
´ gλpb` 1q
eb`1
,
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Figure 1. The left plot shows g1pxq, and the right plot shows g0.95pxq.
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Figure 2. The eigenvalues of the walk with two-sided killing as a function of H.
so equation (26) with g “ gλ and 1 ď x ď H simplifies to
0 “ gλpxq
ex
´ 1
λe
ż H
x´1
gλpuqe´u du “ gλpH ` 1q
eH`1
,
therefore gλpH ` 1q “ 0 which is a polynomial equation in λ of degree rHs (Fig. 2).
Remark 6.1. We comment briefly on left and right eigenfunctions of the process. Formally,
the operator for the one-minus-exp walk Xt killed outside r0, Hs is given by
pKfqpxq ” ExrfpX1q1t0 ď X1 ď Hus “
ż H
0
fpyqppx, yq dy,
where p is the transition kernel from x to y. The left action of K is the right action of the
adjoint operator, pK‹fqpyq “ pfKqpyq. In the current setting, ppx, yq “ kpy ´ xq where k is
the density function of the 1´Expp1q random variable. We therefore have
pK‹fqpxq “
ż H
0
fpyqkpx´ yq dy “
ż H
0
fpH ´ yqkpy ´ pH ´ xqq dy “ pRHKRHfqpxq,
where RHfpxq ” fpH ´ xq. The reflection RH is involutive, and it relates the left and right
eigenfunctions of K: g is a left eigenfunction of K (i.e. a right eigenfunction of K‹) if and only
if RHg is a right eigenfunction of K with the same eigenvalue. If f1, f2 are right eigenfunctions
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of K with non-zero eigenvalues λ1, λ2 then, writing x¨, ¨y for the L2r0, Hs inner product,
xRHf1, f2y “ pλ2q´1xRHf1, Kf2y “ pλ2q´1xK‹RHf1, f2y “ pλ1{λ2qxRHf1, f2y.
Consequently, if λ1 ‰ λ2 then xRHf1, f2y “ 0.
6.2. Series expansion. We now review the solution obtained by Wright [Wri49] for general
homogeneous difference-differential equations with constant coefficients,
Λpyqpxq ”
mÿ
µ“0
nÿ
ν“0
aµνy
pνqpx` bµq “ 0, aµν P C, 0 “ b0 ă b1 ă . . . ă bm, (30)
where ypνq denotes the ν-th derivative of y. Observe that
Λpesxq “ esxτpsq where τpsq ”
mÿ
µ“0
nÿ
ν“0
aµνe
bµssν ,
so if τpsq “ 0 then ypxq “ esx solves Λpyq “ 0. More generally, we can apply the formula
pfgqpνq “ řνr“0 `νr˘f prqgpν´rq to calculate
Λpx`esxq “ esx
mÿ
µ“0
nÿ
ν“0
aµν
ÿ
rě0
pνqrp`qr
r!
ebµssν´rpx` bµq`´r,
where for r P Zě0, pjqr denotes the falling factorial jpj ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pj ´ r ` 1q, which is zero if
r ´ j P Zě1. Expanding in powers of x gives
Λpx`esxq “ esx
ÿ`
j“0
ˆ
`
j
˙
xj
mÿ
µ“0
nÿ
ν“0
aµν
ÿ
rě0
pνqrp`´ jqr
r!
ebµssν´rpbµq`´j´r
τ p`´jqpsq
.
If s is a root of τ of order `` 1, meaning 0 “ τpsq “ τ 1psq “ . . . “ τ p`qpsq, then Λpxjesxq “ 0
for the integers 0 ď j ď `.
Assume that m,n ě 1, and that the mˆ n coefficient matrix aµν contains a non-zero entry
in each of the first and last rows and columns, which eliminates pure difference equations and
pure differential equations. Under these assumptions, it is shown [Wri49] that the general
solution to (30) is given by a limit of linear combinations of the solutions xjesx described
above; further, it is explained how to compute the coefficients of this linear combination
given initial data ypνqp0q (0 ď ν ă n) and ypnqpxq (0 ď x ď bm). Let
H1psq ”
mÿ
µ“1
nÿ
ν“0
aµνe
bµs
ż bµ
0
ypνqpuqe´su du,
Hpsq ”H1psq `
mÿ
µ“0
nÿ
ν“1
aµνe
bµs
νÿ
ι“1
sν´ιypι´1qp0q,
and let Fxpsq ” esxHpsq{τpsq, regarded as a function of s P C. It is then shown that
ypxq “
ÿ
s
ress Fx (31)
where ress Fx denotes the complex residue of Fx at a pole s P C, and the sum is taken over
all poles s. To ensure convergence, the poles are arranged in an appropriate order [Wri49]
which is somewhat delicate in general; in our particular setting we will find below that the
summation is absolutely convergent.
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To avoid the singularity of g1 at zero, let ypxq ” gλpx` q, so y satisfies
λ´1ypxq ´ ypx` 1q ` y1px` 1q “ 0, ´ ă x ă 8.
This clearly corresponds to (30) with m “ n “ 1,
aµν “
ˆ ν“0 ν“1
µ“0 1{λ 0
µ“1 ´1 1
˙
, bµ “
ˆ
µ“0 0
µ“1 1
˙
, τpsq “ 1{λ´ es ` ses. (32)
Note that τ 1psq “ ess and τ 2psq “ esps` 1q, so if τpsq “ 0 then s is a simple root unless
s “ 0, in which case λ “ 1 and s “ 0 is a double root. From (29) we have initial data
ypxq “ gλpx` q “
"
ex` for x`  P r0, 1s,
ex`r1´ px` ´ 1q{pλeqs for x`  P r1, 2s,
which we use to evaluate
H1psq “ es
ż 1
0
r´ypuq ` y1puqse´su du “ ´pe
 ´ esq
λp1´ sq , Hpsq “H1psq ` e
s`,
where H1psq|s“1 is understood to be ´e. If τpsq “ 0 then Hpsq “ ep1`qs ‰ 0, so the poles
of Fxpsq ” esxHpsq{τpsq correspond precisely to the zeroes of τpsq. We compute
ress Fx “
$’&’%
lim
zÑspz ´ sqFxpzq “
esxHpsq
τ 1psq “
epx`qs
s
if s is simple pole,
lim
zÑ0
d
dz
rz2Fxpzqs “ 2px` ` 1{3q if λ “ 1, s “ 0
(recall from above that these are the only two cases for roots of τ). Applying (31) gives
gλpxq “
ÿ
sPC:
τpsq“0
esx
s
for λ P p0, 1q, g1pxq “ 2px` 1{3q `
ÿ
sPCzt0u:
τpsq“0
exs
s
, (33)
modulo issues of convergence to be addressed in the next subsection.
6.3. Roots of τ and Lambert W function. The roots of τ can be expressed in terms of
the Lambert W function, which has been very well studied and which we now briefly review.1
The number of rooted spanning trees of the complete n-vertex graph is nn´1 (Cayley’s
formula). The tree function T is the associated exponential generating function,
T pzq ”
8ÿ
n“1
nn´1
n!
zn.
From Stirling’s formula (n! „ ?2pinpn{eqn), the sum converges for all |z| ď 1{e. It satisfies
the relation T pzq “ z exptT pzqu (see e.g. [Sta99, Proposition 5.3.1]). The Lambert W function
is defined by the equation
z “ W pzq eW pzq. (34)
This is a multivalued function, with branches Wk naturally indexed by the integers k P Z;
see [CGH`96, §4] and Fig. 3.
1This function also arose in the analysis [MW13] of the subcritical regime of the minimum mean-weight
cycle, for seemingly different reasons. It figures prominently in the analysis of random graphs near the phase
transition, e.g. [JK LP93]; see [CGH`96, §2] for additional applications. Some of the discussion in this section
is adapted from [MW13].
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principal branch k=0
branch k=1
branch k=-1
branch k=2
branch k=-2
Figure 3. (This is a duplicate of [CGH`96, Fig. 4].) The Lambert W function is defined
as the (multi-valued) inverse of the function fpwq “ wew. The curves in the figure show the
preimage set f´1pRă0q — they are a subset of RY tw : ξ “ ´η cot ηu where ξ ” Rew and
η ” Imw. The curves naturally partition the w-plane into branches indexed by k P Z (the
k-th branch is the image of Wk). Following convention [CGH
`96], branches are defined to
be closed in the direction of increasing Imw.
The principal branch W0 satisfies W0pzq “ ´T p´zq for |z| ď 1{e, and can be defined
elsewhere by analytic continuation. It is straightforward to check that T p1{eq “ 1. For δ P C
with |e´δ| ď 1, we can use T p1{eq “ 1 and the relation T pzq “ z exptT pzqu to deduce that
T p1{e1`δq “ 1´?2δ `Opδq. (35)
The branch W0 has a cut on z P p´8,´1{eq; and in view of (35), it has a square-root-type
singularity near z “ ´1{e. Any other branch Wk (k ‰ 0) has a cut on z P p´8, 0q with a
logarithmic singularity near z “ 0.
Recalling (32), the solutions of τpsq “ 0 are given by
sk “ 1` wk, wk ” Wkp´1{peλqq, k P Z. (36)
For λ P p0, 1s, sk is obtained by evaluating Wk precisely on the branch cut. Following the
convention that branches are closed in the direction of increasing Imw ([CGH`96], see also
Fig. 3), we see that sk and s´k´1 are complex conjugates for each k ě 0. When λ “ 1, s0 and
s´1 are obtained by evaluating W0 and W´1 at the branch point ´1{e, giving the double root
s0 “ s´1 “ 0. There is a convergent series expansion [CGH`96, eqn. 4.20] for each branch
Wk; truncating the series and evaluating at ´1{peλq gives, for positive integers k,
sk “ ´ logrpiλp4k ` 1q{2s ` ipip4k ` 1q{2`Op1` k´1log kq,
s´k´1 “ ´ logrpiλp4k ` 1q{2s ´ ipip4k ` 1q{2`Op1` k´1log kq. (37)
Thus, for any x P R there exists a finite constant Cx such that | exptskxu{sk| ď Cx{|k|1`x for
all k P Z, excluding the case s0 “ s´1 “ 0. It follows that for x ą 0, the summations in (33)
are absolutely convergent as claimed.
6.4. Asymptotics for λ near 1. We now extract the asymptotics of gλpxq when λ P p0, 1s
is close to 1, and x is large. Recalling that sk and s´k´1 are complex conjugates for k P Zě0,
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Figure 4. Complex roots of τpsq “ 1{λ´ esp1´ sq, shown for λ “ 0.95.
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Figure 5. Taking λ “ 0.95, the figure shows g0.95pxq with its one-term and two-term
approximations in the series expansion (38) (i.e., using the rightmost or two rightmost
conjugate pairs of sk from Fig. 4). The three curves are nearly indistinguishable except for
negative or very small x.
we can re-express (33) as
gλpxq “ fλpxq ` 2
ÿ
kě1
Repeskx{skq, fλpxq “
"
2 Repes0x{s0q if λ P p0, 1q,
2px` 1{3q if λ “ 1. (38)
It is strongly suggested by (37) and Fig. 4 that fλpxq is a good approximation to gλpxq in
the limit of large positive x. We shall prove for λ sufficiently near 1 that this is indeed true,
which amounts to proving that Re sk is strictly maximized over k P Zě0 at k “ 0. Recalling
(36), it is clearly equivalent to prove that Rewk is strictly maximized over k P Zě0 at k “ 0.
For λ near 1, w0 lies near W p´1{eq “ ´1. It is clear from the definition of the branch cuts
([CGH`96, §4] and Fig. 3) that for λ P p0, 1s and k ě 0,
Imwk P r2kpi, p2k ` 1qpiq , (39)
so |wk| ě 2pi for k ě 1. Combining with (34) gives
Rewk “ ´ log |eλ| ´ log |wk| ď ´1´ logp2piq ´ log |λ| ď ´2 for |λ| near 1 .
Combining with (37), we see that there is a finite constant C such that for all λ in a
neighborhood of 1, |gλpxq ´ fλpxq| ď Ce´2x for all x ą 0.
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We next approximate fλpxq for λ “ e´δ, δ a small positive real. Taking z “ ´1{peλq and
p “a2p1` ezq, for |p| ă ?2 there is a convergent series expansion [CGH`96, eqn. (4.22)]
s0 “ 1`W0pzq “
ÿ
`ě1
µ`p
` “ p´ 1
3
p2 ` 11
72
p3 `Opp4q .
Since p “ ia2peδ ´ 1q “ i?2δr1`Opδqs, the first term in the expansion matches what we
have already noted in (35). Therefore
Re s0 “ p2δ{3qr1`Opδqs , Im s0 “
?
2δr1`Opδqs ,
and as a result, for λ “ e´δ with δ ą 0 small,
fλpxq “ 2 exptpRe s0qxu sin
”
pIm s0qx` arctanrpRe s0q{pIm s0qs
ıM
|s0|
“ 2 exptp2δ{3qxr1`Opδqsu sin
”
r1`Opδqs?2δpx` 1{3q
ıM?
2δ .
In particular, taking δ Ó 0 with x fixed, we recover f1pxq “ 2px` 1{3q.
Lastly we identify the value of H for which gλ, λ “ e´δ, gives the principal eigenfunction.
Recalling the discussion of §6.1, H ` 1 corresponds to the smallest positive zero of gλ. From
the above, fλpx0q “ 0 for
x0 ” pi ´ arctanrpRe s0q{pIm s0qs
Im s0
“ pi?
2δ
´ 1
3
`Op?δq .
Recalling that fλ approximates gλ, we can write
gλpx0 ` xq “ Opexpt´Ωpx0 ` xquq ` fλpx0 ` xq
“ Opexpt´Ωpx0 ` xquq ` 2 exptpRe s0qpx0 ` xqu sinrpIm s0qxs .
From this we see that we can choose x‹ “ x0 ` expt´Ωpx0qu and a sufficiently large constant
x1 such that gλ has a root at x‹, and is non-vanishing between x1 and x‹. To rule out zeroes
on r0, x1s, note that g1 is non-zero on all of Rě0, since no finite H has an eigenvalue of 1.
It follows by continuity in gλ that for λ sufficiently near 1, gλ is non-vanishing on r0, x1s.
Therefore
H “ x‹ ´ 1 “ pi?
2δ
´ 4
3
`Op?δq , δ “ pi
2
2
1`Op1{H2q
pH ` 4{3q2 .
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